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The first World Health Assembly, at its fourteenth plenary-

meeting on 21 July 1948, approved the eighth Report of the Legal 

Committee"'' on the status of Associate Members. 

This report recommended, inter alia, that: 

"The Executive Board be requosted to submit a report with 
recommendations to the next Health Assembly, taking into 
account article 47 of the Constitution and any comments or 
recommendations from Members and from regional organizations 
concerning the rights and obligations in regional organiza-
tions of Associate ^embers and of territories or groups of 
territories which are not responsible for the conduct of their 
international relations and which aro not Associate Members, 
the report to be transmitted to the Members at least two months 
in advance of the convening of the Assembly." 

In view of this recommendation a telegram was despatched to 

Members on 5 August 1948, the text of which is reproduced below: 

"HË/ILTH ¿ S S E M B L Y R E S O L U T I O N O F 2 1 J U L Y R E Q U E S T S E X E C U T I V E 

BOARD SUBMIT REPORT WITH IffiCOMMENIL.TIONS TO NEXT ASSEMBLY 
REGARDING ARTICLE 47 而 0 CONSTITUTION /JND COMMENTS OR 
RECOMMENDATIONS FROM MEMBERS AND REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
CONCERNING RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS IN REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
OF ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 1Ш) TERRITORIES OR GROUPS OF TERRITORIES 
N O T R E S P O N S I B L E F O R C O N B U C T OF INTERUJ .TION/LL R E L A T I O N S Ш 

WHICH ARE NOT ASSOCIATE MEMBERS STOP REQUEST YOU FORW/Jffl IF 
POSSIBLE BEFORE FIFTH SEPTEMBER COffivIENTS OR RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR INCLUSION PROVISIONAL AGEI®A OCTOBER MEETING EXECUTIVE 
BOABD » 

When replies to this telegram have been received by the Secre-

tariat, it is proposed to draft a supplementary report, summarizing 

such replies, in time for the second session of the Executive Board. 

1 Document A.80 
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Replies to the circular c?f 5 August 1948, inviting States 

Members to put forward their opinions on the status to be granted 

in Regional Organizations to Associate Members and to territories 

or groups of territories not having the responsibility for the 

conduct of their international relations, have been received from 

the following Members: 

BELGIUM 

"A4 General Remarks 

1, Thé rights in regional committees of territories or groups 

ofterritories which are not responsible for the conduct of their 

international relations are conditioned by the status of Associate 

member which the WHO Assembly may confer upon such territories or 

groups of territories: since by the terms of Article 47 associate 

Members are entitled to be represented on such Committees• 

If the wish expressed in Article 8 of the WHOrs Constitution 

were carried to its extreme5 we should be forced to the《 conclusion 

that in order to be Associate Members the territories concerned 

should be represented by authorities chosen from among the native 

population. 

The wording of Article 8 nevertheless does not postulate so 

drastic an interpretation» On the other hand} it would in fact 

lead to a flagrant injustice in that it would deprive of their rights, 

in regard to matters which are of the greatest interest to them， 

possibly even more than to others^ populations which have not yet 

the privilege of possessing scientists among their rîumbers. 



The Assembly would do well to tone dovm the tendency criticised 

above and to reserve itself the right to admit to the Assembly, as 

Associate Members, territories or groups of territories which are 

provisionally still obliged to be represented by authorities not 

chosen from among the native population« 

2. In the regional committees the rights and obligations of each 

Member or participant should be identical。 There should be no dif-

ferences between them except at Assembly level. 

Members and Associate Members within the regional Committees 

should have the samo rights and obligations^ all other things being 

equal• 

Associate Members1 right to vote couldд to a moderate extent, 

be conditioned by the importance of the territories or groups of 

territories for which a member of the TOO is responsible• 

An identical rule could be applied to territories or groups 

of territories represented in the Regional Committees as non-

associated participants• 

A. Within the regional Committees no rule can be made of the fact 

that representation of territories or groups of territories is con-

ditioned by technicians chosen from among the native population, since 

the State responsible for them has the duty to regard the technical 

competence laid down as an obligatory criterion in the choice that 

rests with it. 

B* Obligations and rights of Associate Members and non-Associate 

participants• 

Obligations; i4 
" 1 1 . 

Associate Members and non-associated participants have the 

following duties: 

1» to pay within a stated time-limit to the regional body the 

financial contribution rightfully required of them; 

2« to supply all information required concerning the sanitary 

condition of the territory which they represent in the circumstances 

established by the 1/ÏH0; 

3» to attend the meetings of the regional Committee and to 

participate in its activities； 

Am to co-operate in all sanitary activities involving the 

region; 
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5. to contribute to the expenditure of the Regional Office 

as suggested in 1« 

Rights: 

Associate Members and non-associated participants have the 

following rights: 

1« to participate, with the ri^it to vote, in 

of the regional committee； 

2« to participate, with the right, to vote, in 

the commissions; 

3. to participate in the deliberations of the 

matters connected with the conduct of the meetings of 

and its commissions; 

4» to propose questions for inclusion in the provisional Agenda 

of the Committee and of the Assembly j 

5ч to receive, on an equal footing with the Member States, 

all notifications, documents, reports and records of meetings； 

6, to participate, on an equal footing with the Membersf in 

the procedure of convening special sessions; 

1 , to enjoy, on an equal footing with the Members, the benefit 

of any budgetary allocations assigned to the region» 

BURMA 

t! # # # . . . e . é t 

(a) That Associate Members and the Territories or groups of 

territories not responsible for conduct of international relations and 

which are not Associate Members shall have the right -

(±) to participate without vote in the deliberations of the 

Regional Organization and its main committees； 

(ii) to participate with vote (in the case of Associate Members) 

and without vote (in the case of Territories or groups of 

Territories not responsible for conduct of international 

relations and which are not Associate Members) and to hold 

office in other Committees or sub-committees of the Regional 

Organization except the general Committee, committee on 

credentials and the committee on nominations ; 

(iii) to participate equally with Members subject to the 

limitation on voting in paragraph (i) above in matters 

pertaining to the conduct of business of meetings of.the 

the debates 

the debates of 

Committee on 

the Coiranittee 

Regional Organization and its Committees； 



(iv) to propose items for inclusion in the provisional Agenda 

of the Assembly; 

..(V) to receive equally with Members all notices, documents, 

reports and records; 、:...‘. 

(vi) to participate equally with Members in the procedure for 

convening special sessions (for Associate Members onj-y). 

(b) That Associate Members and Territories and groups, of 

territories not responsible for conduct of International Rélations and 

which are not. Associate Members shall have the rights, equally .with 

Members, to submit proposals to the Executive Committee of the Regional 

Organization and to participate, in accordance with regulations 

Established by the Board, in Committees established by it, but -.they 

shall not be eligible for Membership on the Board. ::.、'. 

(c) That the matter of imposing financial obligations on the 

territories or groups of territories not responsible for the conduct 
• • ; 

of the International Relations and which are not Associate Members should 

be left to the consideration of the Regional Organization Committee." 

BYELORUSSIA 

и I have the honour to.inform you thai the Ministry 

of Public Health of the SSR Byelorussia adheres to the resolution of 

the first Assembly of the WHO concerning associate members and has at 

present no intention of submitting any additional re commendation•w 

CANADA 
щятттшичтттттт 

"This Matter has now received the consideration of the competent 

authorities of the Canadian Government• Although it is not possible to 

give definitive opinions on the subjects raised by your、communication until 

the functions and responsibilities of regional organizations are more 

clearly defined, the Canadian Government would like to express at this 

time its provisional views on the regional structure of the World Health 

Organization pending further discussion in the Executive Council and in 

the World Health Assembly itself, 
' '» V • 

It is th窃 view of the Canadian Government that in regional 

organizations there should be no distinction of rights and responsi-

bilities (including voting rights and proportional financial liabilities) 

between members； and associate members• Associate memberships, 

however, should be granted, it is judged, only sparingly to territories 

where a fair level of public health standards has been attained and where 

the size of the population warrants special consideration^ 



Territories not responsible for their own foreign relations 

but forming a geographical entity (for example5 in the western region, 

Bermuda, Trinidad, British Guiana) should be permitted and encouraged 

to send representatives to regional meetings• The Canadian Government 

would like to see the widest possible participation and sharing of 

responsibilities in regional committees of the World Health Organization, 

It is assumed that representatives of dependent territories would be 、• 

appointed by their respective administrations in consultation with the 

metropolitan power where- this is appropriate• The Canadian Government 

has no doubt that the administering authority of. dependent territories 

will take seriously its duty of ensuring that its health；services are 

adequately represented in the regional organization and that its 

peculiar health problems are brought to the attention of the organizatioig 

On the question of voting rights, the Canadian Government does 

not feel that the responsibilities and functions of the regional 

organizations of WHO are as yet defined with sufficient precision to 

permit a definitive opinion• Prcvisionally, however ,̂ on the 

assumption that voting procedures will necessarily be similar in each 

regional organization, the Canadian Government would be inclined, to 

support a proposal granting full voting rights in regional organizations 

both to associate members and to dependent territories which are not 

associate members• Although suggesting that representatives of all 

the states and territories forming one 

take part in the regional organization 

the Canadian Government would be quite 

of weighted voting, if , in the opinion 

of the regions of WfiO1might well 

on precisely the same footing, 

prepared to consider some system 

of the majority of the Member 

states, it would be impracticable to give, to Member states> associate 

members and dependent territories precisely the same rights and 

privileges in the regiorial organization." 

CEYLON 

" « Recommend for territories coming within region but 

not members or associate members that they should have the privilege of 

sending representatives to all meetings of regional committee, taking part 

in discussions but without right of voting• They should not be eligible 

to hold appointments in regional office but should be liable to 

obligations of members provided for. in chapter fourteen of the 

Constitution of T/HO •“ 
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CHINA. • ,丨
 1

 “ 

" • • • • • • • • • • Chinese Government is of opinionj 

le Associate Members should have right1 send representatives to 

participate without vote in all meetings of regional committee itself 

and of its committee- of the whole and to participate with vote and hold 

office in other meetings• 

2, They should be subject to same obligations as members except 

that difference in their status should be taken into account in 

determining amount their contribution, when necessary, to the budget 

of regional organization,. 

3» Territories or groups of territories which are not Associate 

Members may, with concurrence of the member responsible for their 

international relations, be invited by regional committee to 

participate in consultative capacity in its consideration 

particular concern to the territories 

of any matter 

FINLAND 

" I have the honour to inform you 

authorities have no criticisms or re commendations to 

that the relevant 

make in the matter." 

FBANCE 

(1) Associate Members in regional organizations should have 

the same rights and obligations as the Member States; 

(2) Territories or groups of territories which have no 

responsibility for the conduct of their international relations and 

which are not associate Members^ should in any case be represented in 

the regional organizations by the Member State responsible for the 

aforesaid relations. The latter should enjoy the rights granted to 

the other States Members and .Associate Members participating in the 

work of these organizations." . . . 
» . • • • • 

GREECE 

“ Greek Government advocates equality rights and 

obligations in regional organizations between states members and 

associate members• Territories not responsible conduct of international 

relations and not associate members should be represented with right 

of consultative vote." 



“ . . . . . . . . . . I c e l a n d i c authorities uncertain whethSir' favour 

regional organization in Europe. Meanwhile impossible make suggestion." 
. ‘ • • • 

INDIA . . . 

(a) that territoriec which are not associate members of WHO 

should not be permitted to become associate members in régional 

organizations, . ' ： • 
• : - * ' • . . . . • . 

(b) rights and obligations of associate members of Ш 0 should 

apply, mutatis mutandis, to similar members in regional organizations, 

(c) initial voting rights should be accorded in subsidiary . 

committees; it is premature however to consider voting rights for 

associate members in regional committee itself, since experience alone 

will show if work of regional organizations is adverseXjr affected by a 

lack of such rights, and • 

(d) representatives of associate members should be chosen from 

and by local inhabitants and not by power responsible for their inter-

national relations." 

IRAN 

" • Iranian Government thinks all ri*ght"s and- • 

obligations in regional organizati ns of Associate Members and 

territories not responsible for their international rëlati ns should be 

entirely safeguarded." 

IRELAND . 

“ 工 have the honour to state that the Government of 

Ireland recommend that in regional organizations, Associate Members and 

territories or groups of territories^ which are not responsible for the 
.• . ‘ ‘ ‘ ... ： . ,. .、• ‘ 

conduct of their сжд international affairs and which are not Associate 
• _ i» • 

Members, should be granted, rights and. obligations similar to those 

approved by the World Health Assembly for Associate Members of the main 
. • ' • «. • ：. ... • ' ' • • • • . • 

organization. In addition, it is recommended that Associate Members be. 

granted voting powers on the main committees of regional organizations• 
* • • • • • • • 

The Government further recommends that territories not responsible 

for the conduct of their own international affairs, and which are net 

Associate Members, should be facilitated as much as possible in becoming 

Associate Members," 
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MEXICO 

ti 

In reply to your request, I have pleasure .in informing you that 

at the meeting of the Executive Board, the representative of Mexico will 

submit a recommendation urging that the authorities of territories which 

have no responsibility for the conduct of their international relations^ 

shall be granted the fullest possible participation on the Regional Com-

mittees, provided that the Member of the Organization which is 

responsible for these international relations, a grees and instructs the 

representatives of. the said territories to accept and put into effect 

any re commendations adopted by the Members of the Regional Committees ̂  in 
‘ - . . • � . ' 

due form and in conformity with the conditions laid down by the 

Organization 

. . . . • ' . • - . . . . . : . . . . . . • 

NEW ZEtiLiND • «i.• 

” • … • • • • • • This Government do hot at present wish to forward 

any comments or recommendations concerning ri^its and obligations in 

regional crganiaations of Associate Members and territories or groups of 

territories not responsible for the concluct of ： international relations 

and which are not Associate Members 

METHERIANDS 

M • • • • • • • • “ I have the honour to inform you that it seems to 

me necessary that Netherlands overseas territories in the Western 

Hemisphere should both have an independent right of vote once a regional 

office of the World Health Organization has been set up in that 

hemisphere. 

So in that case two votes should be given, one to Surinam and 

one to the Netherlands Antillesv .. 

I consider that this, is necessary because of the position these 

territories occupy in the Kingdom owing to the extent of the independence 
• . ‘ .-.. ' ' • ‘ ； - - . .. •, 

that will be conferred upen them,, and because in their work they will 

need the regional organization that will be established. 
• • • •. - • ； . . . . 

I hold this opinion not only when the territories contribute to 

the work as Associate Members, as laid, down in Article 8 of the 

Constitution of the WHO, but also when they contribute to the work by 

the terms of Article 47.n 

. • • . •• . . * * • . . . . . • . • 



" Mr. Minister, the Directorate-General for.Health 

has sent us a Note No. 2935, Arch; 4 0 0 - 7 5 d a t e d 20 August, reading 

as follows: "Mr. Under-cSecretary, I beg to acknowledge receipt of your 

Note No. 05897, of 16 August, transcribing one received from the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, referring to the report concerning Article 

47 of the Constitution of the World Health Organization, which the 

Health Assembly requests before 5 September in order that it may be 

included in the Agenda• 工 have the honour to inform you that this Office 

has neither comments nor recommendations to make in connection with 

Article 47 of the Constitution of the World Health Organization, with the 

text of which it is in complete agreement, I am e t c … ( s g d ) . Luis A. 

Macias, Director-General of Health." 

工 have the honour to transcribe this in reply to your Note A -

500-1-21619-6647 of 13 August, while informing you that this Ministry is 

in full.agreement with the statement contained in the above note* I am 

etc” i H Gomez." 

SWITZERU№). 

We will consider the question and if we have any comments 

to make we will not fail to dp so before 5 September 1948 

TURKEY 

"•••••••.Communicate that no criticisms to offer concerning rights 

and obligations in. regional organizations of associate members and 

territories or groups of territories not responsible conduct of their 

international relations and not associate members»" 

UNITED KINGDOM 

11 I regret it has not been possible to communicate with you 

earlier^ but the matter is still under consideration and I hope to be in 

a position to write you shortly giving you the information you request•“ 

USSR 

"The Ministry of Public Health of the IbSR has no criticisms to make 

on the part of Resolution 1-01 of the World Health Assembly-

concerning the rights and obligations of associate Members participating 

in the Ш 0 Assembly» It wishes, nevertheless, to make one 

recommendation in conformity with Point of the Resolution concerning 



the regional rights and obligations of the WHO. The USSR Public Health 

Ministry considers that invitations to participate in the 八次 

work of the regional organizations of the VfflO should be addressed to the 

said territories directly by these organizations and not by the Members 

responsible for the conduct of their international relations." 

YUGOSLAVIA 
* 

H I am glad to say the Government is in favour of 

giving Associate Members of the Organization and territories or groups 

of territories whicn are not responsible for - the conduct of their inter-

national relations - a full right of representation on the basis of the 

Constitution of the WHO, including the right of taking part in 

discussions and of submitting proposals, without however, granting them 

the right of. vote • 

The Yugoslav Government might be willing to reconsider their 

attitude in respect of the ri^it of vote in technical matters, provided 

a clear-cut definition of the latter be established 

PUrther replies when received will be reproduced and trans-

mitted immediately to the Executive Board• 
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SUGGESTED RIŒTS AND OBLIGATIONS IN.REGIONAL ORGANIZATIONS 
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Note submitted, by the United Kingdom 

1 Introduction 
‘ .• * 

Hie first World Health Assembly defined the rights and 
‘ ‘ • . •• • .. . 

obligations of Associate Members in the ' vssembly in a résolution 

contained in Document ！[/80. The last clause of this resolution 

reads as follows:-

_(d) That the Executive Board be requested to submit a 

report with re commendations to the next Health Assembly, 

taking into account Article 47 of the constitution and 

any comments or recommendations from Members and fï*om 

regional, organisations concerning the' rights and obli-

gâtions in regional organizations of Associate Members. 

and of territories or groups of territories which are 

not responsible for the conduct of their international 

relations and which are not Associate Jfembers, the report 

to be transmitted to the Ambers at least two months in 

advance of the convening of the Assembly/111 

• •. ： • • • . • ‘ 

It therefore seems that the Executive Board will have to 

compile its report on this subject at its present session, as it 

is unlikely that, if it postpones discussion of this matter until 

its third session, the report will be in the hands ;of members two 

months in advance of the convening of the second Health Assembly, 
‘ • • ' . 

2 Rights and•obligations of Associate Members in regional 

organigations 

Article 8 of the constitution states that:- • 

eThe nature and extent of the rights.and obligations of 
.: • ： . . . 

Associate Members shall be determined by the Health 

Assembly.11 

Article 47 further states that:-



\ • . . . 

放Regional committees shall bé composed of representatives of the 

Member States and Associate Members of the region concerned". 

In the first World Health assembly the United Kingdom delegate 

argued that this first sentence of Article 47 implied that Members and 

Associate Members were to participate in regional committees on an equal 

footing and quoted in support of this interpretation a sontence on： 

Page 29 of the Report of the International Health Conference., held in 

New York from the 19 June to the 22 July 1946 (Docùment E/772) i^ich 

reads:-

''Associate Members of the organization situated within the 

region "will，ho-wever, have the same status as Member States 

on the regional committee.^ 
• - .-,.. ： . i • . • 

• • • • • ‘ ‘ , 

It was the view of the Le gal Comniittee, however, that Article 8 
: ... . • ‘ . . .、-. . • 

• • • • • • • • . . • 

gave the Health assembly authority to determine the- nature and extent 

of the rights and obligations of Associate Members, both in the Assembly 
• " • • * • • . - • •» ... 

and in the regional organizations.' The United-^ingdbm Government 

nevertheless feel that the statement quoted above from' Page 29 (E/772〉 
. . . . ' - : . ••.... ".' • • ‘ . 

.doe? lend support to their view that Associate" Members should parti-
• . . .•‘ • . « . . ¡. •. * 

cipate in the regional - organizations on an equal footing with Members» 

The rights granted to Associate Members in the Asseihbly are limited 

arid it is felt to be all the more important that Associate Members 

should take a full share in the working of the regional• organizations. 

Many non self governing territories arc situated: in comparatively 
•‘ , s. . ‘ ；•,：： - , 

* - • . . . - • . 

unhealtiyparts of the world and health matters are a major preoccu-

pation of their governments and peoples. They4 can make ал important 

contribution to the working of the regional organizations and benefit 

by it广 and this participation can only be effective if they are granted 
• . . . " . • < . 

full ri^its. The United. Kingdom delegation therefore propose that the 
• * • • • . . . . . 

rights and obligations of Associate Members in regional organizations 
* . . . . . . . . . • . . 

should be the same as those of Members. •“ • 

3 Rights and obligations in regional organizations of Territories 

or groups of Territories which are not responsible for the conduct 

of their international relations and -which are not Associate Members 

Article 47 of the constitution states:-

w Terri tories or groups of territories within the region i/diich are 

not re sponsible for the conduct of their international relations 

and which are not Associate Members shall have the right to be 

represented and tc participate in regional committees. 

The nature and extent of the rights and obligations of 

these territories or groups of territories in regional 

committees shall be determined by the 



Health Assembly in consultation with the Member or other 

aithority having rosponsibility for the international 

relations of these territories and with the ^mber States 

in the region.я 

In two Resolutions contained in Document L/a1 the first world 

Health assembly delineated 6 geographical areas and decided that 

regional organizations should be established in these areas vvhen 

the consent of the majority of Members situated within the area had 

been obtained. The ^nited Kingdom Delegation feel that the argu-

ments in favour of the fullest possible measure of participation in 

the regional organizations b/ associate Members also held good for 

other territories not responsible for their international relations• 

It would emphasize that the contribution that a country is likely 

•to be able to make in the field of health is the fundamental 

criterion on which the extent of its participation in the regional 

organization should be based。 The constitutional status of the 

country is less irrelevant It is, ho-wever̂  appreciated that many-

states may insist on some distinction being drawn between Associate 

Members and other territories not responsible for their international 

relationsu On the other hand, several of the territories for 

•whose international relations the United Kingdom Government is 

responsible have expressed the view that it would not be worth their 

while to participate in the regional organizations unless partici-

pation included the right to vote. It is therefore suggested that 

other territories not responsible for their international relations 

participating in the regioual organizations shall have the same rights 

as Members and Issociate Members less the right to provide the 

chairman сf the organization. The obligations of such territories 

should be the same as those of Members and Associate Members except 

that their inferiority of status should be taken into acccunt in any 

re commendations regarding financial contributions under Article 50F 

of the constitution. 

4 Conclusion 

The United Kingdom Government urge most strongly that the par-

ticipation of territories not responsible for their international re-

lations^ whether Associate Members or not, in regional committees as 

provided for under Article 47 of the constitution, should be real and 

should include the right to vote. There is ample precedent for the 

grant to such territories, of the same voting rights as sovereign states 

in-intamaticn.^l organisations, amongst the most recent being the Con-

vention of the World Meteorological Organization^ which provides for 

certain of such territories to become full Members of the organization. 
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,Supidementary Report by the Direсtor-General 

The two following opinions concerning the question of Associatb 

ЫёшЬегз have been received by the Secretariat: 

SWEDEN: / 

The British delegation to the first World Health Assembly put 

forward a proposal in this connexion (Л/46,Paragraphs 9 and 10). In 

Paragraph 9 , it is proposed that representatives of territories or 

groups of territories vrtiich are not responsible for the conduct of 

their international relations and are not Associate Members, should be 

entitled to take part in the proceedings of the regional organizations 

and to express their views but should not take part in the decisions. 

It is also proposed that the contributions of the territories or groups 

of territories concerned should be scaled down in the same manner as 

was permitted for Associate Members. In Paragraph 10, the delegation 

expressed its view that in the regional committees there should be no 

distinction between the rights and obligations of Members and Associate 

Members. 

The Swedish Government concurs in the British delegation's pro-

posal regarding the rights and obligations of Associate Members. With 

regard to territories or groups of territories which are not responsible 

for the conduct of their international relations and are not Associate 
t 

Members, the Swedish Government is in favour of a policy of decen-

tralization, i .e . a transfer to the relevant body in each region of the 

right to decide l/rtiat territories should be invited and what rights and 

obligations should be conferred upon them in that case. If represen-

tatives of such territories are not to be given the right to take part 

in the decisions, they should not in ¿L1 circumstances be made tç pay 

a special contribution for the mere right to assist in the proceedings. 

The regional organization would have to decide Aether a contribution 

should be paid and if so what would be the amount. 
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Dr. TeWfiic 'SHOUSHAj Pasha, (personal opinion) 

Article 8 of the Constitution of the World Health Organization 

provides that territories or groups of territories which are not 

responsible for the conduct of their international relations may be 

admitted as Associate Members. The same article further provides 

.that the nature and extent of the rights and. obligation.s oï Associate 
. 4 . . . ...• . • •*•л•' 

Members shall be determined by the Health Assembly. 
• • » 

It thus appears that the ‘ Health Assembly, is .tbá'atttttórity to 

determine the "status" or'the Associate Members in the. World .̂ Health 

Organization, whether .in, the Hôalt'h Assembly or in the Regional.... 

Organizations who, under-Article-45 of 'the constitution, form an ..... 

integral part of the World Health Organization. 

The Health Assembly had -adoptecl a Resolution regarding the nature： 

and extent of the rights and. obligations of Associate Members yrhen ..... 

participating in the Assembly '(see document A.80). The Health• ：Assembly 

had also referred the question of deterniriing the status of, Asaociate ‘ 

Members in Regional Organizations to the Executive Board whose； düty i« 

to make its proposals in this respect, Thëre is no doubt that, it 

cannot be inferred, from Article 47 of the constitution that Asspdiat© 

Members have the right to participate in Regional Organisations on. • 

equal footing as with original Members. A similar interpretatioii' was 
• - : - • 

proposed by the delegation of the United Kingdom and supported：,!]! a • 

project resolution submitted to the Health Assembly as well a-s. in the ' 

explanations given before the Sub-Cormrdttee of the Legal Commission. 

But it was seriously contested• , . ‘. : •..丨 

‘ .•參• . 

There can be no better indication as to the. real' meaning of the 

‘ -•. • . • • • 

provision than to point out that Article 47 only*-refers to 'the' composi-

tion of Regional Committees from Member States and Associate Members 

of the Regional Area. The mere enjoyment of the right of representation 

does, not necessarily imply the complete equalityi in status of Associate 
Members and Member States. Besides, though Article-47 has'given 

. - • * 

territories, whioh are not responsible for the conduct of their inter-

national relations and which are not Associate Members, the right to 

send representatives to Regional Committees and to participate therein, 
•his recognition did not prevent making the provision that the nature 
- • . . . . . :" 

and extent of the rights and obligations of these territories in RegionaùL 

Committees shall be determined by the Health Assembly. 

Once this point is clarified beyond all doubt or contention, the 



Executive Board may discuss this question with complete freedom. 

Moreover there are two fundamental principles which would better 

be taken into consideration now. The first is to ensure to Member 

States in matters of decisions a part which corresponds with the res-

ponsibilities they assume• This object can be realised if a general 

rule is adopted providing that all resolutions agreed to by two thirds 

of the Member States represented on the Regional Committee shall be 

considered as adopted^ notwithstanding the number of Associate Members 

who vote against it。 The other principle has for object the unification 

of voting of diverse territories belonging to a Member State having the 

responsibility for their international relations, irrespective of 

whether these territories form one group or are separated from one 

another• These territories should not have more than one vote, though 

each may send its own individual representative• 

It would be opportune if the right of election to Chairmanship of 

the Regional Committee is restricted to Member States only. 

As regards obligations of Associate Members^ the most important 

of these is the financial obligation and this will naturally be con-

sistent with their resources and their social and economical position. 


